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Electron subbands in a double quantum well in a quantizing magnetic field
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We employ magnetocapacitance and far-infrared spectroscopy techniques to study the spectrum of the
double-layer electron system in a parabolic quantum well with a narrow tunnel barrier in the center. For
gate-bias-controlled asymmetric electron density distributions in this soft two-subband system we observe both
individual subband gaps and double-layer gaps at integer filling factorn. The bilayer gaps are shown to be
either trivially common for two subbands or caused by thewave function reconstructionin growth direction as
induced by intersubband electron transfer at anormal to the interface magnetic field. In the latter case the
observed gaps atn51 and n52 are described within a simple model for the modified bilayer spectrum.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The remarkable properties of a double electron layer i
quantizing magnetic field are determined not only by
relationship between the intralayer and interlayer Coulo
energies and the symmetric-antisymmetric level splitt
caused by tunneling1–7 but also by the ratio of the distanc
between the subbands’ electron density weight centers to
effective Bohr radius8

a5d/aB . ~1!

Throughout the paper we will bear in mind that the mean
of an individual layer is correct to introduce if the tunnelin
is small; otherwise, it only makes sense to speak about
bands with complicated electron density distributions in
double-layer system. So, the interlayer Coulomb correlati
were shown to be responsible for the fractional quantum H
effect at filling factor n51/2,1–5 the many-body quantum
Hall plateau atn51,6,7 and the saturation of the phonon
induced electron drag9 with lowering temperature.10 Besides,
these were argued to destroy symmetric-antisymmetric s
ting in strong magnetic fields.11–15

It is the ratio a that describes the softness of a bilay
electron system, i.e., the sensitivity of the subband spacin
intersubband electron transfer.16 Henceforth the symmetric
double-layer regime where the electron density distribut
is two symmetric maxima corresponding to two electron la
ers is referred to as balance.3–7 In view of softness, the bal
anced double layer, in which the subband electron den
weight centers are coincident, is similar to a conventio
two-subband electron system with vanishinga, such as the
one in single heterojunctions. Oppositely, the unbalan
double-layer system with asymmetric electron density dis
butions is normally soft, i.e.,a*1, and so its spectrum i
very sensitive to intersubband charge transfer.
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~20!/13235~7!/$15.00
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experiment,17 e.g., the Landau level fan chart peculiaritie
observed at relatively high filling factors in an unbalanc
bilayer system were interpreted in terms of intersubba
interlayer charge transfer without appealing exchange
correlation effects. Moreover, observation has been repo
of hybrid gaps at filling factorsn51,2 at imbalance.16 The
very different behaviors of the gap atn52 at imbalance over
the different ranges of bilayer electron densities have b
detected and associated with a new phase transition.18 A
broken-symmetry state in the fractional quantum Hall
gime, whose formation is accompanied by intersubba
interlayer charge transfer, has been observed in a wide q
tum well.19 As was discussed in Ref. 20, the simplest effe
of electron correlations is to change the partitioning
charge between two subbands/layers. It is interesting tha
symmetry breaking does not necessarily imply nonz
charge transfer between subbands. At filling factorn52, at
balance, the electron correlations are expected to break
symmetry of the wave functions of electron subbands w
out causing intersubband charge transfer, which, in part
lar, points to the possible existence of a ‘‘canted antifer
magnetic’’ state.21

Here, using capacitive and far-infrared spectrosco
methods, we investigate the spectrum of two-dimensio
electrons in a quantizing magnetic field in a parabolic qu
tum well that contains a narrow tunnel barrier for the ele
tron systems on either side. Analysis of the behavior of
double-layer gaps at filling factorsn51 andn52 at imbal-
ance controlled by gate bias establishes the complete re
struction of the zero-fieldwave functionsin growth direction,
caused by intersubband electron transfer in a magnetic fi
A proposed model for the magnetic-field-induced reconstr
tion of electron subbands largely allows the description
the experimental results as well as recent data obtaine
Ref. 18.
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II. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The samples are grown by molecular beam epitaxy o
semi-insulating GaAs substrate. The active layers form
760-Å-wide parabolic well. In the center of the well
3-monolayer-thick AlxGa12xAs (x50.3) sheet is grown
which serves as a tunnel barrier between both parts on e
side. The symmetrically doped well is capped by 600
AlGaAs and 40-Å GaAs layers. The samples have t
Ohmic contacts~each of them is connected to both electr
systems in two parts of the well! and two gates on the crysta
surface with areas 1203120 and 2203120 mm2. The pres-
ence of the gate electrode enables us both to tune the ca
density in the well, which is equal to 4.231011 cm22 with-
out gate bias, and measure the capacitance between the
and the well. For capacitance measurements we apply a
voltageVac52.4 mV at frequenciesf in the range 3–600 Hz
between the well and the gate and measure both current c
ponents as a function of gate biasVg , using a home-made
I -V converter and a standard lock-in technique. For f
infrared spectroscopy the sample design is a bit differen
6-mm-period Ag grating coupler on the semitransparent g
is used to couple the normally incident far-infrared~FIR!
radiation to the intersubband modes. Our measurements
performed in the temperature interval between 30 mK a
2.5 K at magnetic fields of up to 16 T.

The imaginary current component in the low-frequen
limit reflects the thermodynamic density of states in
double-layer system in a quantizing magnetic field. T
limit occurs if the sample dimensionL is small compared to
the current overflowing lengthL05(sxx /p f C)1/2, wheresxx

is the dissipative conductivity of the bilayer system andC is
the capacitance per unit area between gate and quantum
The imaginary current component minima are accompan
by peaks in the active current component which are prop
tional at low frequencies to (f C)2sxx

21 and can be used fo
measurements ofsxx . In the high-frequency limitL@L0

both components of the current tend to zero. Except for
balance point, our samples are similar to a conventio
three-electrode system~see, e.g., Refs. 22 and 23!, i.e., at
imbalance the thermodynamic density of states is meas
in the subband whose electron density maximum is close
the gate. If the conductivity of the other subband does
vanish, the low-frequency limit is reached in the frequen
range used. In this case one can expect weakly tempera
dependent relatively shallow minima in the sample capa
tance that correspond to gaps in the spectrum of the for
subband. Alternatively, if the Fermi level lies in a gap of t
bilayer spectrum, at lowest temperatures the high-freque
limit is normally realized. This is indicated by deep minim
in the imaginary current component that depend strongly
temperature. Hence, one can easily discriminate betw
one-subband gaps and gaps in the bilayer spectrum.

In principle, it would also be possible to make standa
resistive measurements utilizing Corbino samples since
geometry allows one to avoid the interference of the H
electric fields in two electron layers with different densitie
Our arrangement takes advantage of the Corbino geom
and excels a standard technique in the simplicity of class
ing the different kinds of minima.
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III. RESULTS

The dependences of both current components on
voltage in a magnetic field of 2.5 T at different temperatu
are represented in Fig. 1. AtVth

1 ,Vg,Vth
2 one subband is

filled with electrons in the back part of the well, with respe
to the gate. At the threshold voltageVth

2 a second subband
starts to collect electrons in the front part of the well,
indicated by a jump of the capacitance. Positions of the s
tem conductivity minima are marked in the figure by dash
vertical lines. The solid lines mark minima of the thermod
namic density of states in the second electron subband
seen from Fig. 1, the capacitance minima related tosxx are
strongly temperature dependent, whereas the measured
pacitance in between the deep minima depends weakly
temperature. In the two-subband case the two kinds
minima coexist and, at close positions, switch with varyi
temperature because of very different temperature dep
dences. These determine two Landau level fans in
(B,Vg) plane for the unbalanced double-layer system.

Figure 2 presents a Landau level fan chart for our sam
One-subband fans, i.e., those that correspond to individ
electron subbands, are shown by dashed and dash-d
lines, respectively. These are defined by minima of the th
modynamic density of states in the second subband at int
filling factor n2 ~here the experimental data points are n
indicated to avoid overcomplicating the figure! and of the
conductivity in the first subband at integern1. Their line
slopes are inversely proportional to the capacitance va
before and after the jump nearVg5Vth

2 ~Fig. 1!. The double-
layer conductivity minima at integer filling factorn corre-

FIG. 1. Dependence of both current components on gate vol
at f 5300 Hz at different temperatures in a magnetic field of 2.5
The lines for 30 mK and 0.47 K are shifted for clarity. The vertic
solid ~dashed! lines mark minima of the density of states in th
second subband~of the system conductivity!. The positions of the
subband thresholds and of the balance point are determined
the fan diagram in Fig. 2.
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PRB 59 13 237ELECTRON SUBBANDS IN A DOUBLE QUANTUM WELL . . .
sponding to gaps in the bilayer spectrum define the th
two-subband, Landau level fan as shown by solid lines
Fig. 2. These lines are parallel to the ones of the sec
subband fan so that with varyingVg the bilayer electron
density changes essentially in the front part of the well. T
disruptions of the two-subband fan lines atn.2 imply the
disappearance of common gaps for two subbands as wi
discussed below. As seen from Fig. 2, the two-subband
first-subband fan lines for eachn5n1 intercept one anothe
near the dotted line atVg.Vth

2 . For description of all of
these fan lines we will use filling factorn since n1 at Vg

,Vth
2 is also determined by the electron densityNs in the

quantum well. A part of the fan chart including the da
points for the thermodynamic density of states minima in
second subband is displayed in Fig. 3. At low magnetic fie
the measurements are taken at the lowest temperature
obtain more pronounced capacitance minima while at higB
the temperatures of about 1 K are necessary to suppress t
bilayer conductivity minima. These limits are indicated
different symbols in the figure. The small deviations of t
data from the dashed lines give evidence that
intersubband/interlayer electron transfer is small and the
balanced double-layer system is soft.

FIG. 2. Landau level fan chart as found from the minima of t
density of states in the second electron subband atn251,2,4,6
~dashed lines!, of the conductivity in the first subband atn1

51,2,4,6~dash-dotted lines!, and of the double-layer conductivit
at n51,2,3,4,5,6,8,10~solid lines!. The change of fan line slope
occurs above the thresholdVth

2 as marked by dotted line.

FIG. 3. Part of the fan chart in Fig. 2, including the data poi
for density of states minima in the second subband. The recons
tion of electron subbands is expected in shaded regions.
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Activation energy for gaps at integern is found from the
temperature dependence of peaks in the active current c
ponent. We have checked that at sufficiently low frequenc
the peak amplitude is a parabolic function off, see Fig. 4. As
mentioned above, the slopes of the straight lines in the fig
should be inversely proportional tosxx , which justifies the
procedure of activation energy determination from t
Arrhenius plot of the peak amplitude.

A typical behavior of the activation energyEa with mag-
netic field at fixed filling factorn.2 is depicted in Fig. 5 for
the case ofn54. The value ofEa is a maximum both at the
bilayer onsetVth

2 and at balance. In between these it goes
zero in the interval 2.6–3.4 T except for the close vicinity
3 T whereEa is unmeasurably small but likely finite as ca
be reconciled with the nonzero active current compon
arising at a fan crossing pointn54, n251 ~cf. Figs. 2, 5!.
The disruptions of the two-subband fan lines are the c
between Landau level fan crossings~Fig. 2! and correspond
to the intervals ofB ~or Vg) in which the activation energy
vanishes~Fig. 5!.

In contrast, atn51,2 the activation energy in the bilaye
system never tends to zero~Figs. 6, 7!. For both filling fac-

c-

FIG. 4. Frequency dependence of the active current compo
peaks atB58 T at T50.62 K.

FIG. 5. Experimental~dots! and calculated~solid line! changes
of the activation energy with magnetic field for filling factorn54.
The dashed line is a guide to the eye.
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13 238 PRB 59V. T. DOLGOPOLOVet al.
tors Ea is a maximum nearVg5Vth
2 and then it monotoni-

cally decreases with magnetic field up to the balance po
We note that theseEa maxima are attained at the interceptio
points of the two-subband and first-subband fan lines as
scribed above~Fig. 2!.

Figure 8 shows FIR absorption spectra in magnetic fi
at Vg520.15 V on our sample. Line C is easy to identify
the cyclotron resonance owing to the proportionalB depen-
dence of its energy with the slope as determined by an
fective mass 0.07m0 (m0 is the free electron mass!. The
cyclotron resonance is observed with or without grating c
pler on the top of the sample. According to Ref. 24, the ot
three lines reflect the single-electron spectrum in the qu
tum well, taking account of depolarization shift. All of thes
are seen only in the presence of a grating coupler, which
agreement with their intersubband origin. Two linesA andB
are attributed to electron transitions between the second
fourth subband and the first and third subban
respectively.24 The most interesting lineD emerges at a mag
netic field of 6 T corresponding ton'2 and its energy is
nearly independent ofB ~Fig. 8!. This is theD line which we
attribute to a hybrid gap in the double-layer spectrum.

FIG. 6. Activation energy as a function of magnetic field atn
51: experiment~squares! and calculation~solid line!. The dashed
line is a guide to the eye. Also shown is a sketch of the bila
spectrum below and above the maximum fieldBc1.

FIG. 7. Comparison of the experimental~squares! and theoreti-
cal ~solid and dotted lines! dependences of the activation energy
magnetic field forn52. The dashed line is a guide to the eye. T
sketch displays the expected bilayer spectrum below and abov
critical field Bc2.
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IV. DISCUSSION

The band structure of our sample in the absence of m
netic field is known from far-infrared spectroscopy and ma
netotransport investigations on samples fabricated from
same wafer.25,26 It agrees with the result of self-consiste
Hartree calculation of energy levels in a coupled dou
quantum well. According to the calculation, the symmetr
antisymmetric splitting in the balanced bilayer system, wh
is the case at zero gate voltage, is equal toDSAS51.3 meV.
With decreasingVg the difference in the second- and firs
subband energies should enhance achieving the value o
meV at the bilayer onset. The calculated electron den
profiles uc1,2u2 for both subbands at two gate voltages a
displayed in the insets to Fig. 9. Because of tunneling
wave functions are not localized in either part of the qua
tum well. The corresponding electron density distributions
the quantum wellr5Ns

1uc1u21Ns
2uc2u2 ~whereNs

1,2 are the
subbands’ electron densities! are shown in Fig. 9 by dashe
lines.

For an unbalanced double layer, switching a quantiz
magnetic field results for the simplest case in intersubba
interlayer electron transferns to minimize the system energ
that is accompanied by a relative shift of Landau level la
ders for two subbands. This shift can be estimated at

D'4pe2nsd/«. ~2!

The system softnessa is characterized by the ratio of th
shift D/2 of an individual ladder caused by transfer of a
electrons in the Landau level to the cyclotron energy, wh
is consistent with the relation~1!. Given two Landau level
ladders that correspond to one-subband fans, the origin o
third two-subband Landau level fan is explained in the f
lowing way. At fixed integern the Fermi levelEF can be
expected either to pin to both quantum levels for two su
bands or fall within a common gap of the spectrum. T
latter should occur around the fan crossing points, at wh
bothn1 andn2 are integer, whereas in the pinning regions
between the common gap should close. It is easy to ob
that the ratio of the region dimensions where the comm
gap is absent and, respectively, present is proportional toa.
Hence, in a conventional two-subband system with vanish
a the pinning regions should reduce to points and, op
sitely, in a soft two-subband system witha*1 these should

r

the

FIG. 8. FIR absorption spectra at different magnetic fields
Vg520.15 V. Also shown is the schematic energy spectrum w
the corresponding transitions in magnetic field.
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extend up to fan crossing points. The latter statement i
agreement with the data atn.2 for our double layer in
which a reaches 2.5, see Figs. 2 and 9. However, this cr
approach which deals with zero-magnetic-field subband
an unbalanced double layer is not good at filling factorn
51,2, at least~Fig. 2!.

To obtain more rigorous solution of the problem in ma
netic field we start from the zeroB solution and determine
the first order correctionsD i j to the subband energiesE1 and
E2, caused by intersubband charge transfer in a magn
field

D i j 5
4pe2

« E
2`

`

Q ik* ~x,y!Q j l ~x,y!dxdyc i* ~z!c j~z!dz

3E
2`

z

dz8E
2`

z8
Dr~z9!dz9, i , j 51,2. ~3!

HereQ ik is the wave function of the level with Landau qua
tum numberk in the i th subband, which is closest to th
Fermi level, andDr is the variation of the electron densit
distribution when switching the magnetic field. In our simp
model we will disregard exchange and correlation effects

In the region of common gaps for two subbands~un-
shaded area in Fig. 3! the quantum level numbersk,l for i
Þ j are different and so because of the orthogonality ofQ ik
and Q j l the off-diagonalD i j are equal to zero, leaving th
wave functionsc1,2 unchanged. This region is confined b

FIG. 9. Calculated electron density distributions in the quant
well for two gate voltages at zero magnetic field~dashed lines! and
at filling factorn51 ~solid lines!. Thez coordinate is counted from
the crystal surface. The electron density profiles for both subba
at B50 are shown in the insets.
in

e
in

-

tic

the second subband fan lines and the expected vertica
lines for the first subband as shown in the figure. The va
Dr here is given by

Dr5~ uc2u22uc1u2!ns , ~4!

where ns is electron transfer from the second to the fi
subband. One can see from Eqs.~3! and ~4! that in the gen-
eral case the sumD111D22Þ0. At integer n the
intersubband/interlayer electron transfer gives rise to one
the following: either both of the quantum levels in questi
reach the Fermi level so that the common gap collapse
the top quantum level becomes empty, keeping a gap. T
is, ns is determined from the condition of the common g
collapse if the top quantum level remains filled after electr
transfer and is equal to the electron density in the top qu
tum level otherwise. Obviously, the latter occurs near the
crossing points. In the simplest case of equal gaps for
subbands the common gap reduces byuD222D11u.

The result of the common gap calculation atn54 using
the above procedure is shown in Fig. 5. To allow for t
discrepancy between the calculated and measured value
sample capacitance, theB values for the theoretical depen
denceEa(B) are multiplied by a factor of 1.1 to fit the
known electron density. For the sake of simplicity the sp
splitting is ignored and so there are only two maxima on
expected dependence of the activation energy on magn
field. Although the qualitative agreement with the expe
ment is good, the expected values ofEa are very different
from the experimental data. This is likely to be due to
disorder in the double layer that leads to the finite width
quantum levels which is neglected in the calculations.

We note that, if the Fermi level lies in a common gap, t
intersubband/interlayer charge transfer is given by deviati
of the experimental data for the second-subband fan from
straight lines~see, e.g., the region marked by a rectangle
Fig. 3!. That these deviations are small excludes the po
bility of all electrons collecting in one part of the quantu
well ~so-called broken-symmetry states20!.

The above calculations are straightforward and analog
to numerical calculations made in previous publications, e
in Ref. 17. Below we will show that, if the orthogonality o
Q ik andQ j l does not hold,c1,2 at imbalance are not eigen
functions of the problem with the perturbation~3! any
longer. Mixing the statesc1,2 is equivalent withintersub-
band but not interlayerelectron transfer at a magnetic fie
and naturally leads to the appearance of new reconstru
subbands that are similar to the zeroB subbands at balance
As a result, there emerges a hybrid gap that does not colla
at integern in the shaded region of Fig. 3. We call this ga
hybrid to emphasize its relation to the magnetic-fie
dependent wave function reconstruction in thez direction.

Over shaded areas in Fig. 3, the Landau level numbek
and l for iÞ j in Eq. ~3! are coincident so that the off
diagonal perturbation termsD i j Þ0 and the solution should
be searched in the form of linear combination ofc1,2. To
simplify the problem, we will not mix states with antiparalle
spins, ignoring spin flip processes in tunneling. This is r
sonable once the exchange and correlation effects are

ds
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glected. Then, in the Hartree approximation one has to s
the determinant equation~for certainty we consider the cas
of k5 l 50!

detS D111E12E1,2
H D12

D21 D221E22E1,2
H D 50 ~5!

to find the reconstructed subband energiesE1,2
H . These states

are described by the mixed wave functions

c1,2
H 5@D12

2 1~D111E12E1,2
H !2#21/2

3@D12c12~D111E12E1,2
H !c2# ~6!

and thus instead of Eq.~4! we get for Dr the following
expression atn51:

Dr5~Ns
11Ns

2!uc1
Hu22Ns

1uc1u22Ns
2uc2u2, ~7!

wherec1
H corresponds to the lower-energy stateE1

H . Equa-
tions ~3! and~5!–~7! compose a perturbation theory loop f
self-consistent solution of the problem. We solve it for t
case of spinless electrons atn51, although the procedur
holds for anyn in the shaded region of Fig. 3. As compar
to a common gap for two subbands, the hybrid gapDH

5E2
H2E1

H,E22E1 never goes to zero since it determin
energy spacing between the subbands that is expecte
minimum to be equal toDSAS. So, the magnetic-field
induced wave function reconstruction in thez direction gen-
eralizes the case of symmetric electron density distributi
corresponding to formation ofDSAS.

It is interesting to compare how the zero-magnetic-fi
electron density distribution in the quantum well changes
common and hybrid gaps. From Eq.~4! it follows that in the
case of a common gap some charge is transferred betw
the front and back parts of the well, i.e.,Dr(z) is close to an
antisymmetric function and so the corrections to the subb
energiesE1 ,E2 are of opposite sign. In contrast, for a hybr
gap electrons are displaced nearly symmetrically toward
well center~Fig. 9!, resulting in the energy shifts of the sam
sign E1

H.E1 andE2
H.E2.

Now in our model we introduce the spin splitting. Sin
the expected hybrid splittingDH is comparable to the many
body enhanced spin splittingDS , the energy spectrum
should be determined by their competition. For the simp
case ofn51 the many-body enhanced spin gap as estima
for the effectiveg factor of 5.2~Ref. 23! is dominant over the
range of magnetic fields used except near the bilayer o
where the hybrid splitting approaches half of the cyclotr
energy. That stands to reason; it is the smaller splitting tha
the place at filling factorn51. Therefore, the theoretica
dependence is a maximum at a magnetic fieldBc1 above the
second-subband threshold. This is in reasonable agree
with the experiment~see Figs. 6, 2! as the actual value o
effectiveg factor may be smaller because of disorder.

For filling factor n52 the situation is far more sophist
cated because, first, the actual gap is given by the splittin
difference and, secondly, theg factor can be enhanced or no
dependent on filling of the spin sublevels. At least, near
bilayer onset the hybrid gap exceeds the estimated m
body enhanced spin gap. As long as in this case the
sublevels with antiparallel spins are filled, the spin splitti
ve
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should correspond to theg factor in bulk GaAs,ugu50.44.
This is true until the hybrid and many-body enhanced s
splittings become equal at a higher magnetic fieldBc2 ~Fig.
7!. If B.Bc2, it is energetically more favorable for the sy
tem to have the spin splitting enhanced so that the spin s
levels with parallel spins are filled. Hence, the expected
at n52 should collapse aroundB5Bc2 and then increase
with magnetic field as shown in the figure. Yet, this scena
is not realized in our double layer. This implies that t
actual many-body enhancedg factor is smaller than the on
used in the calculation, i.e., the hybrid gap is dominant o
the entire range of fields up to the balance point. Therefo
in the other scenario the gap atn52 should merely be equa
to the difference between the hybrid and Zeeman splittin
which is in qualitative agreement with the data~Fig. 7!.
Thus, in our experiment both gaps atn51,2 are of hybrid
origin as caused by the interplay of the hybrid and spin sp
tings. Apparently, for oddn.1 near the balance one ca
expect gaps of spin origin that are the smallest at lower m
netic fields. We note that the above scenarios comple
account for results of activation energy measurements
double-layer system at filling factorn52 of Ref. 18: at low
electron densities in a double layer the behavior ofEa at n
52 found in Ref. 18 is similar to ours, whereas at high
electron densities, i.e., higher magnetic fields and larger s
gaps, Ea has been observed to collapse near the bala
point, as expected from the first scenario.

With respect to the FIR data, we emphasize that, since
wavelength of FIR excitation is large compared to the d
tance between electrons, the FIR absorption spectra sh
be of collective origin. Indeed, the cyclotron resonance l
C, for instance, reflects the coherent behavior of tw
dimensional electrons during transition, which is consist
with Kohn’s theorem. On the other hand, it was shown th
retically that the measured splitting in the collective intersu
band spectra does reveal the single-particle splitting27,28 and
so for this case the single-electron picture can be used.

In the absence of magnetic field, at balance, four inters
band transitions E1→E3 , E1→E4 , E2→E3 , E2
→E4 were detected in FIR studies on a sample with
same structure,24 while at imbalance we observe only tw
transitionsA andB ~Fig. 8!. Since at balance all wave func
tions are symmetric in thez direction, the suppression of th
other two transitions is likely to be caused by the differe
symmetry of the subband wave functions with odd and e
numbers at imbalance. In a magnetic field the wave funct
symmetry changes because of mixing of the subbandsE1

and E2 to form the reconstructed subbandsE1
H and E2

H ,
which is accompanied by the second-subband depopula
~Fig. 8!. As a result, one can expect that with increasingB,
near the reconstruction region boundary, theA line intensity
should drop and a new lineD should emerge. From compar
son of Figs. 3, 8 it follows that switching these lines inde
happens near the shaded area boundary atB54.4 T. This as
well as the weak magnetic field dependence of the energ
line D confirm its hybrid origin. As mentioned above, th
depolarization shift describing collective effects in th
single-electron spectrum in the quantum well should
taken into account to extract the subband energies from
data obtained with zero wave-vector excitation.24 That the
depolarization shift is difficult to compute encumbers t
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comparison of theD line energy with the calculated hybri
splitting; nevertheless, this shift is not expected to dep
strongly on magnetic field.

Although adequate, our approach does not explain sa
factorily the presence of data points atn251 in the recon-
struction region~Fig. 3!. In principle, peculiarities are indee
expected in the vicinity of one-subband fan lines for oddn1
andn2 since the intersubband electron transfer cannot oc
there ifE22E1,DS . This inequality determines the region
where the subbands should be original~see the white strips
in Fig. 3, including the balance region!. In fact, for our case
the above inequality is never fulfilled, as follows from th
hybrid origin of the gap atn52 ~cf. Figs. 3, 7!. This contra-
diction is not resolved within the simple model above a
demands consideration of exchange and correlation effe

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have performed magnetocapacitance
FIR measurements on a bilayer electron system in a p
bolic quantum well with a narrow tunnel barrier in its cente
At imbalance created by gate depletion we observe in
vidual subband gaps and gaps in the double-layer spec
B
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at integern. The latter are analyzed to be either common
two subbands or caused by the wave function reconstruc
in growth direction at a magnetic field. With the help of
model for the magnetic-field-induced reconstruction of el
tron subbands, we explain the observed behavior of
double-layer gaps atn51 andn52 as well as data of Ref
18 on collapse of the gap atn52 near the balance point
making allowance for the competition between the hyb
and spin splittings.
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